Hybrid Social Studies 10

Possible EQs

Unit
Intro to Benchmarks

Length of time
in Weeks

N/A

3 classes or 0.5
weeks

How does a society organize itself?

7 classes or 1.5
weeks

Confederation
What is the source of government’s power?
How do new societies interact with existing cultures?
RRR/NWR of 1885

8 classes or 1.5
weeks

How do new societies evolve out of existing ones?
Why does a society achieve dominance over others?

Laurier Era

To what extent did social, political and economic change
lead to the rise of modern Canadian identity?

8 classes or 1.5
weeks

How have human rights developed in the Laurie Era?
Why have women historically had fewer rights than a man?
WW 1

7-8 classes or
1.5 weeks

To what extent was the Great War responsible for the
emergence of Modern Canada?
To what extent did the Great War lead to progress?

10 classes or 2
weeks

To what extent is self-determination influenced by power?

InterWar Years

What underlying issues (social, political and economic) led
to the Great Depression?
How do times of crisis lead to “scapegoats”?
How have recent economic crisis’ compared to the Great
Depression?
Is the use of weapons of mass destruction ever justified?

WW2

10 classes or 2
weeks

Do people have a responsibility to respond to injustice?
How influential was Canada to determine the outcome of
WWII?

Post War Aboriginal

Why is the preservation of aboriginal culture essential for
both aboriginal people and Canada as a nation?

10 classes or 2
weeks

Why are we all considered treaty people?
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To what extent has power and the fear of provocation led to
Canada's involvement in post war international affairs?

7 classes or 1.5
weeks

How has Canada been shaped by the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, cultural diversity, and demographic
change?

10 classes or 2
weeks

Post War - Cold War
/International
Involvement

Post War - Domestic
Issues
What defines Canadian identity?
To what extent is “National Unity” essential in a country?
How and should it be achieved?
Post War - French/
English

Final

How have major events shaped relationships between
French and English Canada?

5 classes or 1
week

Explain the development of the multiple identities of the
Canadian Nation.
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